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Author’s response to reviews:

Thank you for your comments. I will answer them point to point.

1. Please replace the term “Attention-Deficit Hyperactive Disorder” with “Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder” throughout the manuscript (eg, Background, Row 7 Page 6), I adjusted this term.

2. In the Background paragraph, you should provide a more comprehensive description of all the guidelines developed in the Netherlands for the diagnosis and management of ADHD, by reporting their key elements and by highlighting in what they are similar and different to each other. This can help the reader understanding the Dutch context; I provided a description of the guidelines and their similarities which are important for the rest of the artikel.

3. Page 6 Row 50-55. Please specify the similarities of the Dutch guidelines with those developed by the NICE; I did not add extra text here, reading the added text concerning the dutch guidelines (comment 2) also explains this point.